Ratabase Output
Designer
uilding reports, customizing templates, creating
regulatory filings and controlling data access and
integrity are at the heart of Ratabase Output
Designer. With its rich suite of features, users can
generate efficiencies while designing and maintaining
professional output pages from Ratabase Product Builder.

B

STREAMLINED AND SOPHISTICATED
Output Designer allows the business user to incorporate Ratabase tables
and formulas into professional output pages. Output Designer aids in
regulatory compliance by producing materials for submission to state
insurance regulators.
Advanced features
Output Designer provides a highly effective vehicle for the following:


Producing regulatory filings (e.g., DOI reports) and agency manual
pages



Performing testing and results comparison for quality assurance



Publishing reports on remote intranet/internet access by agencies



Retrieving rate table data from the Product Builder database and
rate revision development



Manipulating Ratabase data for formatting and comparison with
other systems



Generating new rate page results from templates by just refreshing
data, providing efficiency gains



Saving output as generated templates in a Ratabase Report
format—no need to send live spreadsheets to agencies and
regulators

Powerful benefits
Output Designer delivers a wide range of powerful benefits, including the
following:


Ensures accuracy by pulling table and formula data directly from
the Product Builder database, without the need to copy and paste
or re-key information

RATABASE: POWERFUL, AWARDWINNING
 XCelent Award recipient for functionality,
customer service and client base
 30+ years serving the insurance industry
 Partner with 12 of the top 20 global
insurers
 100+ live implementations
 Sub-second response time per rating
request (~1,000 transactions in less than
5 seconds)
 Process 60% of GWP in U.S. alone
 Clients have experienced:
o 75% improvement in days to
implement changes
o 50% reduction in staffing needed to
support rating

“It is rare for a vendor to win an
XCelent award, and rarer still for a
vendor to win more than one
award. CGI’s Ratabase product
won an unprecedented three
XCelent awards in this year’s
review of rating engines.”
- Karlyn Carnahan, Celent Property
and Casualty Research Director
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Streamlines workflows by reusing rate pages (Design,
Development, Publish), eliminating duplicate work effort, and
maintaining the same rate page template across different
databases or hierarchies
Provides freedom to customize data layouts using Excel
formatting features and includes personalized graphics and labels

More about Ratabase
With more successful installations than any other solution in the industry
(100+), Ratabase is the premier rating and rules engine in insurance today.
With Ratabase, insurance agents and consumers can generate policy price
quotes in real time.

ABOUT CGI
Founded in 1976, CGI is among the largest
IT and business consulting services firms in
the world. Operating in hundreds of
locations across the globe, CGI delivers
end-to-end services and solutions, including
strategic IT and business consulting,
systems integration, intellectual property,
and managed IT and business process
services.
CGI works with clients through a local
relationship model complemented by a
global delivery network to help clients
achieve their goals, including becoming
customer-centric digital enterprises.

For more information about CGI,
visit cgi.com, or email us at
insurance.ibs@cgi.com.
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